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Thank you for downloading
this checklist!
From the bottom of my heart, I first wanted to thank you for taking
your time and downloading this checklist.


It means a lot to me and keeps me motivated to provide value to
my readers. 


The blog launch checklist is divided into 7 phases from ideation to
launch. Each phase consists of all the necessary steps you’ll have
to take for a proper blog launch. 


You can read about it more in detail on our article here. 


I hope this checklist will help you launch your blog with full glory
and success! 


Thank you!

Ahfaz
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Phase 1: The Research
Choose your topic/niche
Know your target audience
Identify their pain points
Identify their goals & aspirations

Set SMART goals
Identify your competitors 
Research the topics they cover
Identify their goals & aspirations
Identify where their audience hangs out
Analyze their top traffic sources

Research topics to cover
Brainstorm names for your blog
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Phase 2: The Setup
Buy a brandable domain
Pick the right blogging platform (WordPress)
Purchase a fast & reliable hosting (Cloudways)
Install WordPress
Install SSL on your website
Install a WordPress theme (Astra)
Install essential WordPress plugins
RankMath - For SEO

Akismet - For Anti-Spam

Elementor - For Designing

UpdraftPlus - For Site Backups

Wordfence - For Security

WPForms - For Contact Forms

WP Rocket - For Speed Optimziation

Create essential pages
Setup Google Search Console
Setup Google Analytics
Submit your website’s sitemap
Change your post’s permalink structure
Sign up for a site monitoring tool (Uptime Robot)
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Phase 3: The Design
Design a logo for your blog
Add a favicon to your website
Build a brand style guide
Design your website pages
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Phase 4: The Content
Make a list of at least 25 topics to write on your blog
Write 5-10 articles ahead of launch
Write content for other pages on your blog
Optimize your content for SEO using RankMath plugin
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Phase 5: The Pre-Marketing Setup
Create social media accounts for your blog
Facebook

Instagram

Twitter

TikTok

Pinterest
Facebook Group

Setup an email list
Sign up for an email marketing tool (SendFox recommended)
Create an email list for your blog
Create a lead magent to attract subscribers

Create social media graphics ahead of launch
Find & network with other bloggers in your industry
Find guest blogging opportunities ahead of launch
Collect subscribers before launch using a coming soon page
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Phase 6: The Testing
Check if all pages are working & interlinked properly
Make sure the website loads properly on mobile
Conduct speed tests on your website using GTMetrix
Ensure that your website meets all web accessibility standards
Check if your contact and email opt-in forms are working
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Phase 7: The Launch
Announce your blog on social media platforms
Inform your family & friends for support
Email your pre-launch subscribers (Optional)
Keep promoting your blog consistently
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What To Do Next?
Keep publishing content consistently
Stay active on social media & post updates regularly
Keep promoting your blog on various communities
Keep promoting your blog consistently
Hope this checklist helps you launch your blog with much success. 


If you liked this, please consider sharing it on Twitter. 


Also, feel free to reach out at contact@rankhox.com in case you
have any questions or doubts.

